
Beauty meets Brawny
Alaskan Yellow Cedar shingles with bleaching oil

These shingles are an architectural dream. Milled for sidewalls and gable ends, 
they weather to a perfect gray and can withstand the toughest environments.

These shingles were high-graded at the mill, so you’ll get more wide, extra clear 
shingles for greater beauty and faster installation. R&R (rebutted and re-squared) 
milling delivers even edges, keyways and butts, making installation even easier.

Our Alaskan Yellow cedar is gently treated with Cabot bleaching oil, which 
ensures that your project will weather evenly in any environment. These shingles 
are Bureau Certified and far exceed requirements for bureau certification. 

#1 Sanded R&R 18” Alaskan Yellow Cedar shingles with bleaching oil

WOOD FEATURES

• 100% Edge grain
• 100% Clear
• 100% Heart wood
• Kiln-dried
• High-graded 
• Rebutted and  

re-squared
• Mill pre-stained with 

Cabot bleaching oil

At right: Bleached, 6 
months out of the box

Face of bleached shingles Back shown at left, front 
shown on the right. 

Boxes from Imperial Cedar 
Products



NOTES:  
The bleaching oil will assist the shingles to naturally weather faster 
and ensure an even finish, particularly in deeper eaves and soffits or 
where there are shadier areas.

As Alaskan Yellow ages, it will initially turn a warm orange-red color 
and then soften into a gentle silvery gray. This process will take 
approximately 12 months with the bleaching oil in direct sunlight

R&R shingles are not rated for roofing, but are perfect for gable 
ends and sidewalls. 

COVERAGE

• Quantity available:  
162 boxes

• 18” length, 0.4” butt
• 100 SF / box at 14” 

exposure (requires 
undercourse)

• 50 SF / box at 7” 
exposure

Shingles laid at 7” exposure Closeup of 100% clear grain

Bureau label for #1 R&RShingles inside the box

Shingles laid at 14” exposure 
— requires an undercourse
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